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Cloud Legal Project

The Cloud Legal Project researches the legal and regulatory implications of the use of cloud computing services. It launched in 2009 with generous financial support from Microsoft Corporation.
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New Coursera Specialisation


Learn about cloud computing law for free through our three new online courses, launched on Coursera in 2022.
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Cloud Computing Law (OUP)


An in-depth and accessible analysis of cloud contracts, data protection law, and more! 2nd edition published by Oxford University Press in 2021.
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Our Project in 2 Minutes


Professor Christopher Millard introduces the Cloud Legal Project in this 'Research Highways’ video, recorded in 2022.
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Our Research


Our current research covers a range of legal and regulatory issues, including health data, data governance, competition law, and data localisation.
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     What Happens to Data Stored in the Cloud After You Die?



Christopher Millard lectures on Cloud Localization at Harvard
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   The Cloud Legal Project organised a Paper Workshop to discuss "On Cloud Sovereignty: Should European Policy Favour European Clouds?" at the Centre for Commercial Law Studies in London 
18 December, 2023
Dave Michels delivered a Guest Lecture on 'Data Sovereignty and the GDPR' for students at the London School of Economics 
8 December, 2023
Ian Walden presented on 'Cloud Sovereignty’ at an Executive Meeting of the Digital Connectivity Forum in London

 
5 December, 2023


   

  


 
   
 	
  

   
 	
  

  

    

  


   
   
    
     
     
   
   
   Tweets by @cloudlegalteam 
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